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Hello, and welcome to the November 2021 issue of the Coro 
Lux newsletter. We certainly have much to be thankful for 
approaching this holiday season, particularly as last Thanks-
giving we were facing unprecedented COVID-19 restrictions 
and uncertainty. Thanks in part to effective public health mea-
sures across New Mexico, Coro Lux has been able to return 
to in-person rehearsal this fall leading up to two scheduled 
performances in December. 

This month we are delighted to provide more details 
on our upcoming performances, including discussion on the 
safety of attending a live choral performance as well as the 
introduction of a livestream option for those that cannot be 
there in person. LaVonne Yazzie has details in the What’s 
New column on La Fiesta de la Posada performance including 
how to buy both live and streaming tickets. Our Artistic 
Director Brad Ellingboe writes about the musical preparations 
underway for La Posada; check here for specifics on how 
such a performance piece is organized. Dr. Joe Alcorn, in his 
monthly COVID-19 update, discusses the safety of attending a 

live choral performance. 
Finally, looking ahead to 
FebFest next year, Ashley 
Jonkman has interviewed 
festival special guest 
Dr. Rosephayne Powell, 
a renown American 
choral music composer, 
conductor, vocal soloist, 
and professor at Auburn 
University.

As choral rehears-
als have the potential to 
be a virus super-spreader 
type gathering absent 

appropriate precautions, we are grateful for the opportunity 
this year to resume rehearsals and performances. Please 
explore the newsletter this month in anticipation of a re-
turn to a new normal in our live concert offerings!                                         
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Now that the cooler weather has finally descended 
upon Albuquerque with some very cold spells, the 
autumn weather is quickly transitioning into winter, and 
with that, we turn our thoughts toward the holidays 
that are very soon to follow. This noticeable change 
of seasons has Coro Lux and El Faro Youth Chorus 
meeting weekly to practice and prepare for the 
upcoming concert of La Fiesta de la Posada by Dave 
and Iola Brubeck. These performances, scheduled 

for Saturday, December 
4th at 7 pm and Sunday, 
December 5th at 3 pm, 
both at St. Paul Lutheran 
Church in Albuquerque, will 
showcase the combined 
voices of Coro Lux and 
El Faro Youth Chorus as 
they present this much-
anticipated holiday concert 
of the season. 

Although vocal 
preparations are well 

underway for this concert, preparations of another kind 
are also occurring behind the scenes. As the Delta 
variant of the Coronavirus continues to affect the nation 
at large as we transition from autumn into winter, Coro 
Lux will be prepared to offer the concert of La Fiesta 
de la Posada in a different format for the convenience 
of our audience members: that is, in a virtual format. 
Recently, St. Paul Lutheran Church, where Coro Lux is 
the ensemble-in-residence, invested $30,000 into the 
acquisition of new audio/visual technical equipment, 
such as new cameras, microphones, etc., for the 
purpose of making high quality audio/visual recordings 
in the sanctuary. They did this for their own life as a 
worshipping community, but Coro Lux is also able to 
benefit from this purchase!

The concept of Coro Lux offering virtual 
performances for their audience is not an entirely new 
one. During this year’s most recent JanFest: In the 
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(La Fiesta de la Posada continued)

Time of COVID: Singing in a Strange Land, this special 
event was held in a totally virtual environment, which 
allowed Coro Lux to reach beyond the Albuquerque 
metro area and tap into a national audience. 

In order to make our first virtual concert a 
success, Coro Lux is receiving assistance from the 
same professionals who helped to make Janfest 
a national event. This virtual performance will 
be available online on or about December 11th in 
a “Pay What You Wish” format, allowing virtual 
audience members to pay the amount that they feel 
is appropriate for the concert. The chance to be a 
corporate sponsor for this virtual concert is still 
available as of this writing and, if interested, please 
contact Bradley Ellingboe, the Artistic Director of 
Coro Lux.

Though Coro Lux will be offering a virtual 
performance option for audience members, we will, of 
course, continue to offer in-person tickets for the live 
performances on Saturday, December 4th at 7 pm and 
on Sunday, December 5th at 3 pm at St. Paul Lutheran 
Church in Albuquerque. Tickets for the live performance 
will be available at our Coro Lux website: https://
abqcorolux.org/tickets/ with ticket prices as follows: $25 
for adults, $20 for seniors (65 and older), and $10 for 
students. 

To allow for safe enjoyment of the concert for all 
present, mask-wearing will be required for the safety 
of all audience members and performers. In addition, 
though the church can hold as many as 400, we will 
only sell 200 tickets per performance to lessen the 
effects caused by crowding.

In closing, though the Delta Coronavirus 
continues to affect the nation at large, Coro Lux 
continues to make a path forward, using technological 
advancement as a tool to reach a larger audience 
beyond the Albuquerque metropolitan region.  In 
addition, there may still be local audience members 
who do not yet feel comfortable coming out to a live 
event, so the virtual broadcast is intended for them, as 
well. 

The efforts of those working behind the scenes 
to present both virtual and live concerts to audience 
members are greatly appreciated and will benefit 
not only Coro Lux, but will continue to foster the 
development of quality music “done well” for the 
enjoyment of all. The upcoming performance of La Fiesta 
de La Posada will be a concert well worth watching, 
regardless of whether viewed live or from the comfort of 
your own home virtually.           Return to the contents page
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COVID Lux
By Dr. Joe Alcorn

(Continued on the following page)

I don’t think there is anything conceptually new and important 
to report this month. Reducing viral access to our respiratory 
systems by distance, masks, and diffusion of exhaled particles 
into the infinity of the outdoor atmosphere continues to 
minimize risk of infection. Vaccinations clearly reduce risk of 
hospitalization, serious infection, and death as well as reducing 
the likelihood of being overtly infectious even if they don’t 
prevent all infections. New drugs are emerging; new viral 
strains are emerging; data bearing on vaccine intervals and 
repeats are pending. I think we know all this. So this month 
instead of burrowing into details,  I will tell you a story to do 
with some of these matters.

I had an old-fashioned junk-mail ad last week for a 
laboratory device that can identify several dozen different 
infectious organisms from blood or other fluids in about 
an hour. This might not sound very impressive when in CSI 
episodes the machines do it in just a few minutes and then 
give you the photo and address of the perp! But for my entire 
career the way a bacterial pathogen was identified was by 
inoculating a dish or a test tube with the blood (or whatever) 
of a person presumably infected, and then by adroit use of 
different nutrient-rich or selectively nutrient-deficient broths 
and surfaces, an identification could usually be made in 48 
hours. Of course for a serious infection we’d treat immediately 
based on ‘best guess’ with a spectrum of antibiotics intended 
to provide effective coverage for all the possibilities, then 
narrow the spectrum in a couple of days when we had a 
diagnosis. After all, some bacteria are sensitive to quite a few 
antibiotics and others may respond only to a single agent - 
and these profiles change over time.  Which meant expense, 
potential side effects, even missed guesses, over 48 hours of 
waiting while the patient was on empiric treatment and until 
we could finally narrow it down to the right bug and the best 
drug. 

But this advertised device that automates the process 
of Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) diagnostics (the same 
basic technique by which The Swab specifically  identifies 
SARS CoV 2)  makes it possible to identify an infectious 
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(Covid Lux continued )
bacteria in hours instead of days. An innovation then that 
really could save lives! Imagine: a specimen from a seriously 
ill person is placed in a cocktail of saline and buffers and 
specific DNA sequences each unique to a particular bad-
guy-bacteria. If genetic sequences unique to a particular 
bad-guy, say the bacterium Shigella, turn out to be in that 
specimen, they engage with the snips of Shigella-DNA in the 
cocktail which results in their amplification. Whereas in this 
example, the specimen lacks Salmonella or Campylobacter 
genetic sequences which therefore can NOT be amplified by 
analogous snips also in the machine’s cocktail. And voila! - 
an hour later with the Big Reveal you discover the infection 
is due to Shigella alone, not Salmonella or Campylobacter 
(or any of the rest of the bacterial mafia this machine can 
identify) and you can treat it quickly and precisely.

Wow! For all its problems, clearly medical science has 
come a long way!

And yet this innovation is also a kind of melancholy 
time-machine as I recall some of the lives that would have 
been saved by living now in this era with such a device.

In 1982 I was a medical student out on a rural 
assignment in a small community with the only hospital for 
many miles. I will never forget the infant I saw in that little 
ER, also seen earlier in the day elsewhere and then placed 
on best-guess antibiotics for an ear infection. When I saw 
the child it was clear he now had meningitis, an infection of 
the brain itself. Presumably the ear infection had spread or 
perhaps the ears had looked red earlier but his fever was 
already due to early meningitis in the first place. The culprit 
proved two days later to be a bacterium called Hemophilus 
influenza and not sensitive to the antibiotics the child was 
on for his ear. (Don’t be confused by the name - this is NOT 
the viral cause of the ‘flu, but a bacteria that can cause an 
upper respiratory infection among other things, gaining the 
name thereby…) Hemophilus influenza  (often abbreviated 
as “H flu”) is the most common cause of bacterial meningitis 
in infants, a condition with at least a 10% mortality. Even 
with recovery, hearing loss, seizure disorders and permanent 
intellectual disability are common. This child suffered all 
three. I’ll never forget his young mother learning of the 
future she faced with this her firstborn son.

Would living in 2021 with today’s PCR- based 
technology have allowed diagnosis and appropriate 
treatment within an hour of his earlier evaluation for an ear 
infection? Probably so….. in that sense, sadly, the child was 
born almost 40 years too soon. 

But….there is another wrinkle. Not 40 years too 
soon but only 10.  Because 30 years ago now a vaccine for 
H influenza was put into practice. In the US and around the 
world, wherever the vaccine has been properly administered,  

(Continued on the following page)
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H flu bacterial meningitis has plummeted in incidence. 
Vaccination has almost eliminated this dreadful disease.  
Many has been the time since that vaccine became 
commonplace that I have thought back to that child saying 
to myself he was born just 10 years too soon. Today’s rapid 
diagnostics are wonderful and important, but this disease 
at least has, like tetanus, like polio and many others, been 
effectively removed from the long list of human maladies 
by safe and effective vaccination. By 1992 this kind of 
tragedy had become all but impossible as the Hib vaccine 
series became routinely initiated at age 2 months.

Which takes me around to SARS CoV 2.  
Who would have guessed in 2020 with the first delivery 
of effective vaccine late in the year, that we would have 
MORE deaths from COVID-19  the FOLLOWING year in 
2021, the year of free and readily available vaccination?  
Vaccination inducing the same kind of Immunologic 
Response that has eliminated polio and smallpox and 
dramatically reduced Hepatitis B and Hepatitis A and 
Pneumococcal pneumonia ( and H flu) and so many other 
deadly disease. Indeed the first  vaccine for one of the 
worlds worst killers, Malaria, was approved by the WHO 
today!  But  we have now in 2021 indeed surpassed the 
352 thousand COVID deaths of 2020 with still nearly 25% 
of the year left to go….

I know-our current vaccines produce blood-born 
antibodies while SARS CoV 2 enters via the bloodless 
surface of the respiratory system. So COVID 19 vaccines 
control illness and decrease infectivity but cannot prevent 
all infection. There are medications now, not cheap nor 
able to prevent infection either but shortening the course 
of disease even if we don’t yet know in so doing whether 
they prevent long term consequences. COVID 19 vaccines 
are not perfect, though the deaths of 700,000+ Americans 
from SARS CoV 2 infection, overwhelmingly in the 
unvaccinated, demonstrates their unmistakable value. But 
who would have predicted so many Americans would have  
this protection available but choose not to take it?

Maybe it’s just too close, too personal for me. On 
the 30th anniversary of approval of the H flu vaccine I can’t 
help thinking of a profoundly compromised now 40 year 
old man born ten years too soon and what his mother 
would have given for the opportunity to have had him 
vaccinated….I can’t help thinking of the people I know who 
died last year for lack of effective immunity or treatment 
and what they would have given for the opportunity to 
have been vaccinated……and I can’t help hoping that we’ll 
finally see a plummeting of COVID 19 deaths in 2022 and a 
LOT of people born just in time.

Return to the contents page
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As the long New Mexican summer turns into the long New 
Mexican fall, I’m happy to say our socially-distanced and 
masked choir rehearsals are proceeding successfully. The 
ensemble continues to be Covid-free (knock on wood!) and 
our preparations for the Brubecks’ La Fiesta de la Posada are 
going extremely well.
 As you’ve read elsewhere, we started a new youth 

chorus, El Faro (“the 
lighthouse”) because such 
a group is needed for our 
performances of La Posada. 
They’ve begun their work 
under the capable guidance of 
Gabby (Dr. Gabrielle) Dietrich, 
whom you met in our last 
newsletter, and now we’re 
delighted to welcome Dr. 
Bora Ryu as the accompanist 
of that group. Dr. Ryu comes 
to us after working in similar 
position at the University of 

Illinois, which is a great school of music. Welcome Bora! 
 We’re hopeful that we’ll be able to continue the El 
Faro Youth Chorus even after our immediate need for it in our 
Brubeck performances. More opportunities for young people 
to engage in high quality music are needed in Albuquerque 
and we want to help!

    And speaking of new, 
we have recently hired our 
first-ever administrative staff. 
Ashley Jonkman was already a 
singer in the group, but is now 
filling the newly-created role 
of Executive Assistant. Having 
her onboard means we’re able 
to take on more projects and 
do them more efficiently. She’s 
making SUCH a difference! 
 To meet our staff, new 
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(Growing and thriving continued)
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and ongoing, go here: https://abqcorolux.org/staff/
 As we look forward to the Brubeck, there are even 
more preparations required than usual. Besides the normal 
need to prepare the music and hire musicians to accompany 
us, we’ve started a youth chorus. And because of the ongoing 
threat of Covid-19, another new thing we’ve done is decide to 
offer the program virtually.  We’re offering the virtual option 
both because some people may not wish to come out to a 
public venue yet, as well as being able to offer this program to 
people who live outside the immediate region. You can read 
more about this in LaVonne Yazzie’s article this month.
 I think we’re all reaching the conclusion that the length 
and severity of the Covid-19 virus has affected our society in 
ways that will probably be permanent. For example, more 
business meetings are being held by Zoom than in person. 
Business travel is down, people are renting less space in office 
buildings, the economy is reconfiguring itself, and so forth. 
 What this means in the performing arts is that we’re 
finding we need a robust online presence. This is one of the 
main reasons we’re engaging professionals to help us make 
an excellent video of La Fiesta de la Posada and offering a 
different way to see this rarely-performed masterpiece that is 
so very appropriate for a chorus based in New Mexico. And, 
while I don’t think watching live music on your phone or laptop 
is ever going to replace to magic of being there in person, 
nevertheless, we have a powerful tool available to us, and Coro 
Lux is learning to embrace it.
 Elsewhere in this issue you can read about Dr. 
Rosephanye Powell, who’ll be our guest at “FebFest” in Santa 
Fe, our annual choral music festival held in conjunction with 
the United Church of Santa Fe. Although that seems a long way 
off, this IS, after all, the November edition of our newsletter. 
We’ll be limiting participation to the first 90 who register, and 
as the popularity of this midwinter event grows, those 90 spots 
go pretty fast.
 So, in conclusion, this month’s note from me has been 
pretty far-ranging. But the take-away is that Coro Lux is growing 
and thriving, even in the midst of this strange pandemic era in 
which we live. I read something recently that said words the 
effect that “Remember, when you were sent to your room for 
an extended stay, it was the arts you turned to. You listened to 
music, you read books, you watched movies and television.”
 The arts are not really a frill, as so many would have 
it. Nor are they entertainment, although they’re often written 
about in the entertainment section of the newspaper. The arts 
are how we study ourselves and, if the unexamined life is not 
worth living, all our lives would be much less valuable without 
the arts. Thanks for reading, and thank you for supporting Coro 
Lux!                                                       Return to the contents page
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Ashley Jonkman

Dr. Rosephayne (pronounced Ro-SEF-an-EE) Powell didn’t set out 
to become a composer, in fact, she wasn’t sure if she was going to 
study music education or go into psychology—and yet, today, she’s 
the premiere African American female composer in the world. I 
got the chance to interview Dr. Powell over the phone, and it was 
clear from our one hour conversation that she is a force to be 
reckoned with, a deep and sensitive soul, and conduit of grace and 
compassion for all with whom she comes into contact. 

The road to composing wasn’t one that was clear from 
a young age, though Dr. Powell began taking piano lessons in 
middle school. Hailing from a family of educators, Dr. Powell grew 
up playing sports, with three brothers, and a mother who was a 
teacher and a father who served as both an educator and principal. 
She told me a charming story of how her church accompanist 
(in a small town in Alabama) was often unreliable, and how the 
choir director knew Rosephayne was taking piano lessons. When 
the accompanist was a no-show, the director looked to budding 
musician Rosephayne to sight-read the hymns for the service. It 
went on like this for a few years, until one well-meaning congregant 
came to encourage Rosephayne, saying “We sure enjoyed your 
playing this Sunday, it was one of the first times we actually knew 
what song you were playing!”

To say she’s come a long way since those hymn-playing 
Sundays would be an understatement. Many of us in Coro Lux have 
sung Dr. Powell’s compositions, as her works are widely performed, 
and are often praised for their rhythmic complexity, melodic 
excellence, and expertise in voice-leading. I asked Dr. Powell about 
her writing process, and she spoke like a true artist; “My desire 
when composing is to have music affect the listener. Music is very 
powerful. I didn’t study composition, so when I compose, it’s 
because the text has moved me, and the goal is to move others. 
I don’t accept commissions to set poetry if I don’t start to feel the 
rhythm after I’ve read it two or three times. When I read it, I think 
of the poet and ask, ‘What was their journey?’ and ‘What were 
they trying to say?’ I want to use music to enhance that; music is 
always meant to complement and support the poem.”  

Speaking about one of her first published works “The Word 
Was God,” (which I’ve personally had the honor to sing!), she told 
me, “I composed ‘The Word Was God’ for my husband’s choir. We 
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were the ambassadors for the HBCU (Historically Black Colleges 
and Universities) that were supported by the methodist church in 
Alabama. I opened my Bible to John 1:1, and began reading, and 
that’s when I started feeling the rhythm, then the melody. Truly, the 
work didn’t come from me, it came from God. Then, the publishers 
helped me to fine tune what I do and how I do it. “The Word was 
God” was immediately successful, and then the commissions 
started coming.” 

I spoke to Dr. Powell about her favorite part of her job as an 
educator, composer, and choral director at Auburn University, and 
she enthusiastically remarked, “It’s whatever I’m doing. To see a 

light bulb come on in the private 
studio and hear a student’s soft 
palate lift and then their voice just 
open up—that’s a beautiful day. 
If we’re in rehearsal and a student 
is able to forget everything that 
happens outside of that room, 
that gives me great joy. For me, 
it’s always about creating fresh 
new experiences through music. 
I get joy out of seeing music be 

a source of healing and hope. This world we’re living in is so dark 
and painful, yet I get to work with choirs and compose. I just find it’s 
like I’m on Aladdin’s carpet and I’m riding above all of the ugliness. I 
feel like God’s given me the opportunity to serve in many different 
ways. It shows me what the power of music is; what the power of 
love, and positive reinforcement, and passion can do to a wounded 
soul.”

Dr. Powell, who lives with her husband, Dr. William 
Powell—conductor, professor, and Director of Choral Activities at 
Auburn University—just sent her two daughters off to college. As 
she enters a new stage of her personal life, she speaks of the future 
with her characteristically positive and hopeful outlook on life, “The 
dreams that I’m living will unfold further. God is slowly unfolding 
that blanket of dreams. I never anticipated I’d be a composer. What 
I want to do is just keep following Him and letting Him unfold my 
next step.”

While she lives and breathes music in her daily life, Dr. 
Powell enjoys spending time with family and friends, biking, 
taking walks, being alone in nature, reading, and working out 
in her free time. Though she sometimes will listen to gospel 
or Christian music, she deeply enjoys listening to the music of 
nature, “I find I like silence and observing all that’s around me. 
I’ve learned to just enjoy hearing the earth, the breeze and the 
trees and squirrels and birds chirping.”

We’re looking forward to hosting Dr. Powell in 
February for FebFest, and enjoying the brilliance of her 
conducting and composing. As she told me, she’s also 
delighted at the opportunity, “I’m looking forward to coming 
to New Mexico, and the experience and what this journey is 
going to bring forth!”                      Return to the contents page 
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I am happy to report that ABQ Coro Lux is now the 
proud owner of an account at Schwab/TD Ameritrade.  
The Board earlier this year decided to open an account 
to provide a means by which our non-profit could 
accept charitable donations in the form of securities.  
Why?  Many people who have retirement or taxable 
investment accounts prefer to donate stock or mutual 
funds instead of cash as a way to lower tax bills

Our account is especially suited for two specific 
philanthropic strategies. One is to make a federal 
tax-free distribution from your IRA, SEP or SIMPLE 
retirement account. Eligible IRA owners can make 
these charitable distributions without having to pay 
federal income taxes on the distributions. There are 
some basic guidelines to follow:

- You must have reached the age
when you are supposed to take
Required Minimum Distributions
from your retirement account.

- You may make a charitable
distribution for any amount up
to your RMD, with a limit of
$100,000 per person.

- Charitable distributions
from 401(k) plans, 403(b)
plans, pension plans or other
retirement plans are ineligible.
If you are still contributing to
your SEP or SIMPLE plan,
those are ineligible too.

Coro Lux can now accept
charitable donations in
the form of securities 
By By Keith Hinds
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- The distribution proceeds must
be paid directly to the qualified
charity.

The second strategy is open to anyone 
fortunate enough to own stock or mutual funds that 
have appreciated in value. Publicly traded securities 
are the non-cash assets most frequently donated to 
charities, and the reason is simple. Aside from the 
ease of transferring securities, there is the potential 
to eliminate any capital gains tax you might owe were 
you to sell the security and donate the cash proceeds 
instead. Naturally, there are considerations:

- You can usually deduct the full fair
market value of appreciated assets
you have held for over a year.

- Generally, you must be able
to itemize deductions to take
advantage of the full tax benefits.

- There are limits to the amount
you can deduct from your taxable
income.  The rules for calculating
deduction limits can be quite
complex.

As with any matter that involves taxes, you should 
always consult with your personal investment and tax 
advisors before making any final decisions. Luckily, we 
will have access to knowledgeable professionals through 
a support line at Schwab/TD Ameritrade.

Another resource for information on charitable giving 
strategies is Keith Hinds, our new Board President. Keith 
is a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER practitioner, and 
can help with any questions you might have regarding 
donating to ABQ Coro Lux.  Please be assured any 
conversations will be held in strict confidence.

Give us a call or email if you want to explore your 
options.  Your Board deeply appreciates the generosity 
of our donors over the years.  We hope our new capacity 
to accept publicly traded securities will benefit our 
existing donor base, and who knows, encourage more 
people to help us grow our presence and “do well by 
doing good!                                      Return to contents page

(Donations continued )

http://www.brunikarr.com
http://www.stpaulabq.org/


    Links to other organizations websites 

Links to videos and more are on the Chorale’s website     
(https://sdcchorale.org/).

SANTA FE WOMEN’S ENSEMBLE
Visit our website https https://sfwe.org and click on the STILL 
SINGING link.Please know how much we appreciate your 
continued support. Thank you and stay well.

For the latest performance schedule go to:
https://nmphil.org/

http://www.quintessence-abq.com

https://www nmschorus.org

Return to the contents page
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